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Why I chose to study at BI Norwegian Business School: 

I chose to study at BI originally because I have quite a few friends living in Oslo and I wanted to 

stay in Oslo for a prolonged time to hang out with them. However, although that was my original 

rationale behind applying to BI, the experience turned out to be a lot more enriching than I 

expected. Being Canadian, Scandinavia is still pretty foreign to me so I needed feel a need to 

take a break from it yet. I was also interested in Scandinavian culture and language and the 

different nuances between the countries, and Oslo, though it is less than a hour flight away, has 

its own unique intricacies.  

School and Education: 

BI is a relatively new school and it is also a private university so the campus is incredibly 

modern and architecturally stunning, it looks more like a mall than a school. It was a very 

welcoming school with Fadderullan to start off the semester where everyone was put into small 

buddy groups who went to events and hung out for the first two weeks before school started. 

This was very beneficial because you got to meet a lot of students in your class even before 

school began, I personally met some of my closest friends during the first “get to know each 

other” week of events. In addition to getting to know the other students, there were a plethora of 

activities to familiarize yourself with Norwegian culture and traditions.  

The course I took ended up all being elective courses, they were: Product and Price Strategy, 

Reputation and Corporate Communication, Consumer Behaviour, and Financial bubbles/crashes/

crises. They were all courses based 100% on a final paper, except the last one which was a final 

written exam. I found all the courses to be incredibly engaging and hands on and gave a lot of 

room for students to use their own creativity and ideas to interpret the syllabus. My favorite 

course was Financial bubbles/crashes/crises, which was also the most labour intensive course but 

I found it extremely interesting as it combined both theories and real world examples. 



Accommodation: 

My student room in Oslo was amazing. It was a huge single room in Grünerløkka on the 15th 

floor overlooking the city. Everything was great except for the price, Oslo and Norway in general 

is incredibly expensive, and the distance from the school, took 20-30 minutes commute by bus/

train/trykk.  


